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Home E Family

One unusual feature about living in the
Netherlands is those who opt to reside on water.
Heather Tucker spoke to some people who are
choosing this way of life in different locations

THE PEACEFUL SOUNDS offlowing
and moving water, the fresh breeze
and warm sun on your face. Living on
the water is often envisioned as the
ultimate state of bliss and according
to the water-based residents I spoke to
there are many good reasons why.

From the need to slow down and
plan your day around the tide or
simply because of the soothing u'ater
and spectacular views all around you,
peacefulness, is it seems an over-
whelming theme of living on a floating
home.

Naturally the cost factor also plays
a part; with floating homes usually
costing a fraction ofthe price oftheir
land-based counterparts. However and
maybe the most surprising advantage that
everyone I spoke to mentioned was the
sense of community inspired by living on
the water.

It is a world of knowing your neighbours
well and actually enjoying that you do.

Could they ever be convinced to return
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the window next to her bed. Not to
mention that it is just across from the

to iand-based living? For the majority the
answer is no. Even with the occasional
bout ofseasickness, the rising upkeep and
mooring costs, in particular for those on an
adapted boat versus custom-made floating
homes and the traditionally smaller spaces,
the desire to drop anchor and return to
land was not high on the priority list.

SEA.BORN IN SEATTLE
-After purchasíng her first houseboat
for $38,000 in 1988 through a contact
in the SeaÍÍle Tímes,Jeri Callahan
decided to upgrade from 300 square
feet to a 600 square foot lloating home
on Seattle's urban Lake Union. Al-
though she can't completely stand up
under the peak ofthe roof, her'shack
on a raft' as she lovingly describes it,
has a dinine area at the back with a

floating home featured in the movie
Sleepless in Seattle.

AHOY IN LONDON
Tasmin Fox-Davies and her husband
pickedl{aipaa, a 28 metre long Finnish
ice breaking tug that they found on www.
shipsforsale.se. They upgraded when their
14 metre Scottish wooden trawler became
a bit small for the two of them and their
businesses.

I{aipaa, which is 2.8 metres below the
water and 8.5 metres above (12.5 metres
with the mast up) features three single cab-
ins, two double cabins, a large wheelhouse
where Tasmin runs her marketing business
from, a kitchen-diner, a walk-in wardrobe
with dedicated shoe shelves, three levels
of deck and a six-person sauna - well it is
Finnish after a1ll

LOW-LYING NETHERLANDS
Due to its marshy landscape the Nether-
lands has always had to be creative with
its buildings. One way they have done
this is by working in partnership with the
water in the form of floating homes. From
houseboats on the canais of Amsterdam to
amphibious homes in Maasbommel, living
on the water is something that more and
more Dutch residents are opting for. IKAIPAA OUT OF THE WATER FOR SURVEY
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